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Anisotropic strain relaxation and the resulting degree of polarization of the electronic transition in

nonpolar a-plane GaN using one- and two-step growth are studied. By using two-step growth, a

slower coalescence and a longer roughening-recovery process lead to larger anisotropic strain

relaxation, a less striated surface, and lower densities of basal stacking fault (BSF) and prismatic

stacking fault (PSF). It is suggested that anisotropic in-plane strains, surface striation, and BSF and

PSF densities in nonpolar a-GaN are consequences of the rate of coalescence, the period of

roughening-recovery process, and the degree of anisotropic strain relaxation. In addition, the

two-step growth mode can enhance the degree of polarization of the electronic transition. The

simulation results of the k�p perturbation approach show that the oscillator strength and degree of

polarization of the electronic transition strongly depend on the in-plane strains upon anisotropic

in-plane strain relaxation. The research results provide important information for optimized growth

of nonpolar III-nitrides. By using two-step growth and by fabricating the devices on the

high-quality nonpolar free-standing GaN substrates, high-efficiency nonpolar a-plane InGaN LEDs

can be realized. Nonpolar a-plane InGaN/GaN LEDs can exhibit a strongly polarized light to

improve the contrast, glare, eye discomfort and eye strain, and efficiency in display application. VC 2013
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4851755]

I. INTRODUCTION

Wurtzite group-III nitrides are very attractive materials for

the applications of light-emitting diodes (LEDs), laser diodes,

and solar cells.1–4 These nitride devices are generally grown

along the polar c-axis, where the huge built-in electric field

decreases the overlap between the electron and hole wave

functions and degrades the device performance.3 The growth

of wurtzite III-nitrides along the nonpolar direction can over-

come the quantum-confined Stark effect and enhance the radia-

tive efficiency of LEDs.3

Nonpolar III-nitrides grown on foreign substrates show

high densities of threading dislocation (TD), basal stacking

fault (BSF), and prismatic stacking fault (PSF).5–8 Defect

reduction of III-nitride films is a key issue to fabricate high

quality devices. The two-step growth (a roughening-recovery

process) can be adopted to substantially reduce the densities of

TD, BSF, and PSF in nonpolar a-GaN film.5–8 The first three-

dimensional (3D) growth (with a high V/III ratio and at high

pressure) promotes growth normal to the surface over lateral

growth to form faceted islands. The second two-dimensional

(2D) growth (with a low V/III ratio and at low pressure) enhan-

ces islands coalescence to achieve high quality films. By using

the two-step growth, nonpolar a-plane InGaN/GaN LED has

been demonstrated to show good performance.9

In addition, because the anisotropic difference of lattice

mismatch and expansion coefficient between the nonpolar

III-nitride epilayer and substrate is large on the growth plane,

anisotropic properties such as anisotropic in-plane strains,

striated morphology, and polarization anisotropy are

observed.5–8 Anisotropic strain relaxation in nonpolar m-

GaN3 and misfit strain relaxation of m-InGaN grown on ZnO

have been discussed.10 For a-plane GaN grown on r-plane

sapphire substrates, distortion of the GaN hexagonal unit

cells with anisotropic in-plane strain was observed.11,12

However, the relationship between anisotropic strain relaxa-

tion and the two-step growth and how it helps defect reduc-

tion are not well studied. Also, the subsequent effect of the

anisotropic strain relaxation on the degree of polarization of

electronic transition is not well discussed.

This study reports anisotropic strain relaxation and the

resulting degree of polarization by one- and two-step growth

in nonpolar a-plane GaN. By using the two-step growth, a

slower coalescence and a longer roughening-recovery pro-

cess lead to anisotropic strain relaxation, a less striated sur-

face, and lower densities of BSF and PSF. In addition, the

two-step growth enhances the degree of polarization of the

electronic transition. The k�p perturbation approach shows

that the oscillator strength and degree of polarization of the

electronic transition strongly depend on the in-plane strains

upon anisotropic in-plane strain relaxation.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, sample

structures and experimental procedures are described. Ina)E-mail: swfeng@nuk.edu.tw.
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Sec. III, experimental results and discussions are reported. In

Sec. IV, theoretical simulation by k�p perturbation approach

is conducted. Finally, conclusions will be drawn in Sec. V.

II. SAMPLE STRUCTURES AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURES

The nonpolar a-GaN samples were grown in a metalor-

ganic chemical vapor deposition reactor. A 60 nm AlN buffer

layer was grown on r-sapphire substrate at 1150 �C. For the

baseline sample (one-step-growth sample A), a 2 lm a-GaN

was directly grown on the AlN buffer layer at 1050 �C, a

reactor pressure of 60 mbar, and a V/III ratio of 187

(2D-growth). For the two-step growth, a first step with a high

pressure and high V/III ratio (3D-growth) was introduced to

control the growth dynamics, before returning to the baseline

condition with a low pressure and low V/III ratio

(2D-growth). For the two-step-growth samples C and F, a

first step with pressures 100 and 300 mbar, respectively, and

a V/III ratios of 2162 and 1682, respectively, was introduced

before returning to the baseline condition (second step).

Sample F, having the longest roughening growth stage, was

grown nominally twice as thick as the other samples to

ensure a fully coalesced surface. The details of growth pro-

cedures were described in a previous study.7

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and cathodolumi-

nescence (CL) images were acquired with a Gatan monoCL3

spectrometer in a JEOL SEM system (model JSM 7000F) at

room temperature (RT). Polarized Raman spectra were

recorded in the backscattering configuration using a Jobin

Yvon-Horiba micro-Raman system (model T64000) with a

532 nm laser. The samples were placed in a cryostat for low-

temperature (10 K) photoluminescence (PL) measurement

with the 325 nm line of a 55 mW He-Cd laser for excitation.

The PL polarization was analyzed using an ultraviolet polar-

izer in front of the spectrometer.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. SEM image, CL image, and CL spectroscopy

Figures 1(a)–1(c) show the SEM images of samples A,

C, and F, respectively. For sample A (Fig. 1(a)), a low V/III

ratio and low-pressure 2D-growth mode (one-step growth)

suppresses the vertical a-axis growth and promotes the lat-

eral growths.7 High densities of BSF and PSF intersect the

free surface along the ½1�100� direction, leading to a rough

feature. By using the two-step growth, sample C shows a

striated surface, while a slightly striated surface for sample F

is observed. It is reported in v-plots that a high V/III ratio

and/or a high pressure enhances the vertical growth and sup-

presses the lateral growth, inducing a 3D-growth mode.7 A

rough surface and a longer 1st-step growth time for sample F

lead to the amplitude of the reflectance traces decaying down

to the background for a longer roughening-recovery process.

It is consistent with the fact that the two-step growth helps

improving the sample quality and reducing the BSF density.

Furthermore, Figures 1(d)–1(f) show the panchromatic CL

images observed at the corresponding SEM regions using a

10 kV excitation electron voltage at RT. The CL image of

sample A shows a low contrast and weak intensity. By using

the two-step growth, a higher contrast and stronger CL image

of sample F is observed.

Figure 2 shows the CL spectra at RT. All the spectra

show a main peak around 363 nm (3.416 eV) and some show

a weak yellow luminescence. The main peak (D1 emission

band) is associated with BSF.13 The CL spectra show that

the light pattern in the CL image originates from the

BSF-related emission. During the initial growth of nonpolar

GaN, nucleation errors and disorder basal-plane stacking

sequences on the AlN buffer layer result in the formation of

BSF and partial dislocation (PD).6 The narrower spectrum

width and stronger CL intensity for sample F imply a better

sample quality. Because of thicker epilayer of sample F, the

weak yellow luminescence of the high excitation (10 and

12 kV) CL spectra may originate from the defects in the deep

region.

B. Estimation of anisotropic in-plane strains by polarized
Raman measurement

Polarized Raman measurements are taken to study the

effects of the one- and two-step growth on the anisotropic

strain relaxation of the three samples. Figures 3(a) and 3(b)

show the polarized Raman scattering spectra under xðzzÞ�x

FIG. 1. SEM images of samples (a) A, (b) C, and (c) F and the panchromatic

CL images (d), (e), and (f) over the same regions, respectively, with 10 kV

excitation electron voltage at RT.
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and xðyyÞ�x configurations, respectively. The xðzzÞ�x spectra

show GaN A1(TO) mode, while xðyyÞ�x spectra display GaN

A1(TO) and E2-high modes. All the observed modes agree

with the polarization selection rules.3 The two dotted lines

(531.8 and 568.0 cm�1) show the phonon frequencies

A1(TO) and E2-high, respectively, for strain-free GaN. The

frequency shifts Dx ¼ ðx� x0Þ can be described as a func-

tion of in-plane strain Deyy and Dezz:
12

DxðA1ðTOÞÞ ¼ �353:3Deyy � 953:7Dezz (1)

DxðE2 � highÞ ¼ a½1� C12=C11�Deyy

þ ½b� aðC13=C11Þ�Dezz

¼ �510:9Deyy � 365:7Dezz; (2)

where a¼�920 and �850 cm�1 and b¼�1290 and

�920 cm�1 are the deformation potential constants for

A1(TO) and E2(high) modes, respectively.3 C11¼ 390,

C12¼ 145, and C13¼ 106 GPa are the elastic stiffness con-

stants.3 A1(TO) mode in the xðzzÞ�x configuration and

E2(high) mode in the xðyyÞ�x configuration are chosen to esti-

mate the in-plane strains by calculating Eqs. (1) and (2).

As shown in Table I, anisotropic and compressive in-

plane strains of the three samples are observed. Because the

BSF and PD are nucleated at the GaN/AlN interface, Deyy and

Dezz are correlated with the lattice misfit strain distribution

ðDa=aAlN ¼ �2:39% and Dc=cAlN ¼ �3:92%Þ between the

GaN and AlN.14 The anisotropic in-plane strains are related to

the densities of BSFs PSFs, and misfit dislocations. For one-

step-growth sample A, larger compressive in-plane strains

reveal unrelieved lattice strains and high densities of BSFs and

PSFs. Without a roughening-recovery process, the rapid island

coalescence achieves less strain relaxation, apparent striated

surface, and higher densities of BSFs and PSFs. On the other

hand, by using the two-step growth for samples C and F, aniso-

tropic strain relaxation is observed. In particular, for sample F,

a fully relaxed strain along the c-axis and a relaxed compres-

sive strain along the y-axis are consistent with the lowest BSF

and PSF densities. Because the I1 type BSF has two partial dis-

locations, 1=3h1�100i and 1=2½0001�, strain relaxation along

the c-axis from the contribution of the 1=2½0001� component is

much easier.6 Hence, a smaller residual strain along the c-axis

is observed. With a roughening-recovery process, a slower co-

alescence through lateral growth leads to anisotropic strain

relaxation, less striated surface, and lower densities of BSF,

PSF, and PD. Therefore, it is suggested that anisotropic

in-plane strains, surface striation, and BSF and PSF densities

in nonpolar a-GaN are consequences of the rate of coales-

cence, the period of the roughening-recovery process, and the

degree of anisotropic strain relaxation.

C. Polarized PL measurement and degree
of polarization

Figs. 4(a)–4(c) show the polarized PL spectra with

detected polarizations along the y- and z-axes for samples

FIG. 2. CL spectra of samples (a) A, (b) C, and (c) F with the excitations of

6, 8, 10, and 12 kV electron voltages at RT.

FIG. 3. Polarized Raman scattering spectra for the three samples under

(a) xðzzÞ�x and (b) xðyyÞ�x configurations. The Cartesian axes x, y, and z corre-

spond to the ½11�20�, ½1�100�, and ½0001� directions of GaN, respectively.

TABLE I. Estimated in-plane strains Deyy and Dezz determined by Raman

measurement and BSF density for the three samples.

Sample Deyy ð%Þ Dezz ð%Þ BSF density (cm�1) (Ref. 7)

A �0.4029 �0.1944 5.3 � 105

C �0.2823 �0.1090 3.3 � 105

F �0.3142 �0.0658 1.7 � 105
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A, C, and F at 10 K, respectively. The emission peaks around

364 and 377 nm are associated with BSF- and with

PSF-related emissions, respectively.13 By using the two-step

growth procedure, the relative PL intensity of the PSF-related

emission to that of the BSF-related emission decreases. A

stronger PL intensity and weaker yellow luminescence in sam-

ple F imply a better sample quality.

In addition, the PL spectra show a large polarization ani-

sotropy. The degree of polarization, q, is defined as:3

q ¼ Iy � Iz

Iy þ Iz
; (3)

where Iy and Iz are the PL intensities polarized along the y-

and z-axes, respectively. It is found that the two-step-growth

mode increases the degree of polarization of BSF- and PSF-

related emissions. By using two-step growth, the anisotropic

strain relaxation improves the sample quality and may

enhance the degree of polarization of PL.

LEDs have been used extensively for applications of

white lighting, LCD backlight, and headlights and tail-

lights on cars. Polarized light emitters greatly improve

the efficiency, contrast, glare, and eye strain in display

applications.15 Non-polar m-plane InGaN/GaN LEDs have

been shown to exhibit a strongly linearly-polarized light.15

Although currently the efficiency of nonpolar a-plane

InGaN/GaN LEDs is lower, high-efficiency nonpolar

a-plane LEDs could be realized by using two-step growth

and by fabricating the devices on high-quality, non-polar,

free-standing GaN substrates.

IV. ELECTRONIC BAND STRUCTURE (EBS) AND
DEGREE OF POLARIZATION OF a-PLANE GaN AS A
FUNCTION OF ANISOTROPIC IN-PLANE STRAIN:
THEORETICAL SIMULATION by k�p PERTURBATION
APPROACH

The k�p perturbation approach is used to simulate the

EBS of a-plane GaN under anisotropic in-plane strains.3,16

The oscillator strength and degree of polarization from the

conduction band to the highest ðE1Þ, second highest ðE2Þ,
and third highest ðE3Þ valence band are calculated in terms

of anisotropic in-plane strains eyy and ezz. Simulations are

performed using in-house code written for Matlab software.

Figure 5 shows the contour plots of the oscillator

strengths of x, y, and z components for E1, E2, and E3 transi-

tions as a function of in-plane strains eyy and ezz. The in-plane

strain distribution can be categorized into four quadrants

(I: eyy > 0 and ezz > 0, II: eyy > 0 and ezz < 0, III: eyy < 0

and ezz < 0, and IV: eyy < 0 and ezz > 0). For each four quad-

rants of E1, E2, and E3 transitions, the dependence of the os-

cillator strengths of x, y, and z components on the in-plane

strains eyy and ezz are quite different. For anisotropic and com-

pressive in-plane strains in quadrant III (eyy < 0 and ezz < 0),

the E1, E2, and E3 transitions are predominantly y polarized, z
polarized, and x polarized, respectively. In nonpolar a-plane

GaN, the large varied oscillator strengths of y and z compo-

nents for E1, E2, and E3 transitions under anisotropic strain

relaxation will lead to a high degree of polarization of elec-

tronic transition.

Because the luminescence intensity is shown to be pro-

portional to the oscillator strength,17 the degree of polariza-

tion q can be expressed as:

q ¼ Iy � Iz

Iy þ Iz
¼

Oscillator strengthy � Oscillator strengthz

Oscillator strengthy þ Oscillator strengthz

:

(4)

Figs. 6(a)–6(d) show the simulation results of the degree of

polarization for E1, E2, E3, and E1 þ E2 þ E3 transitions,

respectively, as a function of in-plane strains eyy and ezz. For

each four quadrants of E1, E2, E3, and E1 þ E2 þ E3 transi-

tions, the dependence of the degree of polarization on the in-

plane strains eyy and ezz is quite different. For E1 transition in

Fig. 6(a), the degree of polarizations in quadrants I, II, and

III strongly depend on the in-plane strains eyy and ezz, while

that in quadrant IV does not depend on them. For E1 þ E2

þE3 transition in Fig. 6(d), the degree of polarization in

quadrant II is lower, while that in quadrant IV is higher. For

anisotropic and compressive in-plane strains in quadrants III

(eyy < 0 and ezz < 0) of Figs. 6(a)–6(d), the degree of polar-

ization strongly depends on the in-plane strains eyy and ezz.

Under some smaller anisotropic strain relaxation within

quadrant III, the variations of the degree of polarization for

E1, E2, and E3 transitions in Figs. 6(a)–6(c) can be quite

large (shown by solid ellipses) or quite small (shown by

dashed ellipses), while that for E1 þ E2 þ E3 transition in

Fig. 6(d) is medium.

Although the literature does not have the necessary data

to analyze defect-related emissions in terms of polarization,

FIG. 4. PL spectra with polarizations along m- and c-axes (left coordinate)

and degree of polarization (right coordinate) for samples (a) A, (b) C, and

(c) F at 10 K.
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FIG. 6. The degree of polarization for

(a) E1, (b) E2, (c) E3, and (d) E1 þ E2

þE3 transitions as a function of in-

plane strains Deyy and Dezz. Upon ani-

sotropic in-plane strain relaxation

within quadrant III, the variations of

the degree of polarization for E1, E2,

and E3 transitions in Figs. 6(a)–6(c)

can be quite large (shown by solid

ellipses) or quite small (shown by

dashed ellipses).

FIG. 5. Relative x, y, and z compo-

nents of the oscillator strength of the

E1[(a), (b), and (c)], E2[(d), (e), and

(f)], and E3[(g), (h), and (i)] transitions

as a function of in-plane strain eyy and

ezz for a nonpolar a-plane GaN film.
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our simulation results provide much information about the

oscillator strength and degree of polarization under aniso-

tropic in-plane strain relaxation in nonpolar a-plane GaN.

These results deserve further investigation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, it is suggested that the anisotropic in-plane

strains, surface striation, and BSF and PSF densities are con-

sequences of how rapidly coalescence occurs and the degree

of relaxation of lattice misfit strain. In addition, the two-step-

growth mode enhances the degree of polarization of PL. The

simulation results of the k�p perturbation approach provide

much information about the oscillator strength and degree of

polarization under anisotropic in-plane strain relaxation in

nonpolar a-plane GaN. The mechanism of anisotropic strain

relaxation provides important information for optimized

growth of nonpolar III-nitrides with less lattice misfit strain.

High-efficiency nonpolar a-plane LEDs could be obtained by

using two-step growth and by fabricating the devices on high-

quality, nonpolar, free-standing GaN substrates to exhibit a

strongly polarized light to improve the contrast, glare, eye dis-

comfort and eye strain, and efficiency in display application.
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